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12:00 - 1:00pm
Congratulations to @UArizonacals startup Congratulations to @UArizonacals startup 

GenetiRate and inventor Associate Professor GenetiRate and inventor Associate Professor 
Benjamin Renquist on being selected for Benjamin Renquist on being selected for 

the 2020 Flinn Foundation entrepreneurship the 2020 Flinn Foundation entrepreneurship 
program! Ben knows how to #makeithappen.program! Ben knows how to #makeithappen.

Join us for lunch and a discussion with  Join us for lunch and a discussion with  
Dr. Renquist, hear his story, and learn what Dr. Renquist, hear his story, and learn what 
it takes to cultivate it takes to cultivate impactful impactful ideas born in ideas born in 

the lab and bring them to the world through the lab and bring them to the world through 
commercial pathways. commercial pathways. 

 
Environment and Natural 

Resources 2, (ENR2) 
Room S215

1064 E Lowell St  
Tucson, AZ 85719

Register early to reserve your seat and have lunch provided!
https://genetiratemadeithappen.eventbrite.com

The aquaculture industry has long searched for The aquaculture industry has long searched for 
ways to identify the fastest-growing specimens in ways to identify the fastest-growing specimens in 
a population; the industry is highly dependent on a population; the industry is highly dependent on 
animal growth rate and the efficiency with which animal growth rate and the efficiency with which 
stocks convert feed into protein. stocks convert feed into protein. 

Through his research, Associate Professor Benjamin Through his research, Associate Professor Benjamin 
Renquist invented an assay that measures the Renquist invented an assay that measures the 
metabolic rate of aquatic animals, from fish to metabolic rate of aquatic animals, from fish to 
mollusks to crustaceans, and identifies those mollusks to crustaceans, and identifies those 
individuals that will grow more quickly.individuals that will grow more quickly.

520-621-5000
http://techlaunch.arizona.edu

Benjamin Renguist, PhD
Associate Professor of Animal and 
Comparative Biomedical Sciences
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